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New Year,
New Plumbing
The Chapter House plumbing broke down 
again last month, flooding the two rest rooms. 
This followed only by weeks the last attempt 
to repair the aging and problematic facilities. 
A major response is needed.

“After the last repair job, we were all pretty 
much of a mind that we would have to do 
something to seriously overhaul that part of 
the Chapter House,” according to Butch 
Kramer, facilities honcho, “but we didn't think 
it was an immediate issue. Now we know it is 
time, at least in my opinion, to rip the place 
apart and renovate the bathrooms and pipes.”

After consulting with the plumber, Butch 
reports that a durable solution to the plumbing 
problems will require extensive action, 
including removing the wall between the rest 
rooms, jack-hammering the concrete to get at 
the pipes, then replacement of the urinal and 
toilets, the floor and the wall.

In addition to the obvious benefits of having 
working, dependable plumbing, renovated rest 
rooms will make the Chapter House a more 
attractive event locale, improving 
opportunities for rent revenue.   

Lake Station Ready for Data

Our new Lake Take Station is finished, including a  world-class fish 
weathervane (see inset). It was a generous donation from Richard 
Gorman and family. Richard a couple chapter volunteers built the 
needed station to be a central point of information on the lake. The 
station has a built in ruler and an attached  scale for measuring fish 
caught from Lake Neff for length and weight. The station will also 
list any lake stocking alerts, training class opportunities and 
Virginia fish species. We will also be asking for a lake take survey. 
We know how many fish we put in the lake and we will be asking 
fisherman to complete forms on how many are removed. This 
information is vital for determining our stocking schedules and it 
also gives us an indication of how many fish are caught verses eaten 
by other predators. Now that the lake is producing quality fish of 
several species, we are hoping to begin keeping chapter records! --
Brian Callahan

Christmas Party 
A Success

The Chapter Christmas Party was a major 
success with 125 in attendance for an 
evening of fellowship and good food. The 
dinner consisted of of  turkey and dressing 
and sides with wine, beer and soft drinks to 
wash it down. The award-winning catering 
firm of Jordan Springs Market was 
augmented by tasty ham from the Stan 
Kugler family. Butch Kramer gave a talk on 
Cold War spying against America with 
insight only an intelligence officer could 
provide. See pictures of the party on Page 3.
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The new chapter trails are marked and being mulched. About 60% of the trails have been marked with flags and cleared. 
The trails are usable and enjoyable for a nice walk in the forest. The work continues with additional footbridge repairs, 
mulch spreading, debris clearing and limb trimming. Watch for additional work days to assist and please check the trails 
out. The forest trails begin at the Layman Shelter (left side of lake) and follow the contours of the hills between the 
chapter house and archery area. Walking and working on the trails are great ways to work off those holiday calories 
while enjoying a great walk in the forest. We are on track to have them completed prior to spring. – Brian Callahan
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